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Complementarity of DM searches

Cosmological

Direct DetectionIndirect Detection

Collider

e.g. Cosmic rays, 

gamma rays

e.g. Cosmic Microwave Background, 

Matter Power spectrum, Galactic rotation curves, Lensing, Milky Way satellites

e.g. Fixed target,  
Neutrino experiments

e.g. Direct or Associated  
production with missing energy

Evidence
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Changing the interesting mass/
coupling range

Older picture:

 If coupling is too small, the leftover 
density is too high to explain DM.  This 
gives a lower bound on couplings for 

any given model.  

Modern picture:

For the same model, a range of 
couplings is possible in different 

“regimes” that correspond to different 
mechanisms to get the right Ω

Make a (simplified) model, vary masses up to what is  allowed by 
kinematics, and couplings over large range3



Possible signatures

Direct annihilation to SM Standard MET/mono-X/
resonant mediator  searches

Co-annihilation

Conversion-driven freezout 
(aka co-scattering)

Freeze-in
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1. Accompanying SM-charged 
particle; use mediator search 

2. Predicts soft particles due to 
compression 

3. Sometimes LLPs due to 
extreme spectrum compression

LLPs due to small coupling 
 (also predicts compression)

LLPs due to small coupling (FIMPs)



5 Figure credit: J. Antonelli

LLP searches



Before LHC turned on

• DM = SUSY neutralino ⇒ Jets + Missing transverse 

energy (MET) 

• Otherwise use Effective Field Theoretical description 
(mostly look for jets + MET, in particular mono-jet)

(Already nearly 10 years ago now!)
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SUSY after LHC Run 2
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If we have a 2 sigma excess at ~150/fb, that can become 3-sigma by 300/fb. 
To get a 5-sigma discovery, we need should have seen ~3.5-sigma discrepancy already! => NOT GOING 

TO HAPPEN 
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Figure 3: The ratio R⇤ defined in Eq. (4.5) for
p
s = 8TeV, ⌘ = 0. Top row: R⇤ as a function of ⇤, for

various choices of mDM, for pT = 120GeV (left panel), pT = 500GeV (right panel). Bottom row: R⇤ as a

function of mDM, for various choices of pT, for ⇤ = 1.5TeV (left panel), ⇤ = 2.5TeV (right panel).

e↵ective description to a regime where it cannot be fully trusted, and where the neglected higher-

dimensional operators can give important contributions.

This ratio is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of ⇤ and mDM, for various choices of pT and ⌘. Our

results indicate that if one would measure the cross section for the mono-jet emission process within

the EFT, but without taking into account that Qtr should be bounded from above, one makes an

error which may even be very large, depending on the values of the DM mass, the scale ⇤ of the

operator and the pT, ⌘ of the emitted object. Of course, the precise definition of the cuto↵ scale

of an EFT is somewhat arbitrary, with no knowledge of the underlying UV theory; therefore one

should consider the values of R⇤ with a grain of salt.

To sum over the possible pT, ⌘ of the jets, we integrate the cross sections over values typically

considered in the experimental searches and we can thus define the following ratio of total cross

sections

Rtot
⇤ ⌘

�e↵ |Qtr<⇤

�e↵
=

R 1TeV
pmin
T

dpT
R 2
�2 d⌘

d2�e↵
dpTd⌘

����
Qtr<⇤

R 1TeV
pmin
T

dpT
R 2
�2 d⌘

d2�e↵
dpTd⌘

. (4.6)

As an example, we consider two cases: pmin
T = 120GeV, 500GeV, used in the signal regions SR1,

SR4 of [6], respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Notice that both ratios R⇤, Rtot
⇤ get closer

to unity for smaller DM masses, which confirms the qualitative analysis on hQtri in Section 3, and
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Busoni et al (2013) ATLAS Coll. EPJC (2015)

EFT after LHC Run 1

Not worth it!



DM simplified models after LHC Run 2
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Figure 1: From left to right (a) Dark photon + mono-jet, (b) Mono-higgs and (c) Higgs-
portal production of DM.

Figure 2: Mono-jet production cross section for the pure axial vector Z0 with gZ0 = 0.1 and
m� = 10 GeV.

2.2 Scalar t-channel mediator

This scalar mediator model is inspired by the simplest co-annihilation assumption where a
dark matter fermion achieves the right relic density by co-annihilating with a charged scalar.
The mediator is assumed to have quantum numbers of a right-handed lepton (except spin)
and the flavour of which can be set by choosing which SM lepton it couples to. It is also
possible to have lepton flavour violation by choosing multiple non-zero Yukawas. Primary
production at the LHC is Drell-Yan, followed by decay into lepton and DM. The lagranigian
given by equation 3 also assumes a Z2 symmetry under which ` and the dark matter � are
odd.

L � |Dµ
˜̀|2 � 1

2
m2

˜̀|˜̀|2 + �̄(�µ@µ � m�)� + (yi�̄`Ri ˜̀+ h.c.) (3)
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Comparison of DD and Collider
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Remember these “DM” limits are limits on Z’ from SM->Z’->SM searches



Z’ resonances

CMS-EXO-17-001 CMS-EXO-18-012 CMS-EXO-19-012 CMS-EXO-12-059

No σ limit available



Possible Project idea

Global analysis of Z’ mediated DM using  
(gvq, gaq, mZ’, gvD, gaD, mX) 

Alves et al arXiv:1501.03490, arXiv:1612.07282 
Duerr et al arXiv:1606.07609 

Fairbairn et al arXiv:1605.07940 

Other things: interference effects, width effects, precision measurement constraints



The trouble with easy simplified 
models for DM
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They are too simple!

To produce mediators at LHC, you need to have large couplings to SM which 
means direct searches for the mediator are immediately very constraining! 

(Driven by lamp-post thinking; not DM phenomenology)
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g > 1

LHC squark mass 
bound

They are also hard to put into a self-consistent UV complete theory without having 
more particles that would affect other phenomenology significantly.

g|⌦d

Example: t-channel mediator



Possible Project idea

What is the parameter space that still allows t-channel 
mediators (that will give reasonable Ω)?

Co-annihilation* with completely free coupling 

Go to 3rd gen? 
Look at LLP signals? 



Other simplified models (mono-X)
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CMS-EXO-18-011 CMS-EXO-16-048 CMS-EXO-16-039



More associated final states

CMS-EXO-18-010
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Other ideas

Singlet + N-plet / Multipartite co-annihilation

More complicated DM sectors 

Neutrino mass-inspired models

(Subhaditya Bhattacharya) 

(Tathagata Ghosh)



The story so far…
1. Start with EFT, not self-consistent, use “truncation” but this 

makes limits inconsequential. 

2. Use simplified models, robust programme ongoing.  Usually 
“too simple”.  DM search is simply mediator search now.  
Good UV theories might predict better ways to constrain than 
simple searches. 

3. Mono-X searches for “model independent” searches 

4. Progress in cosmological understanding means more mass/
coupling ranges: possible LLP signals 

5. Growing community interest in ALP/dark photon models that 
may serve as a portal (need γγ, ee, μμ spectrum beyond 
regions useful for higgses). 



Future of DM searches at Colliders
Obvious: Higher mass mediators  

Need better collider (“Energy frontier”) 

Still well-motivated for pure Higgsino ~1.2 TeV  

Compressed spectra (also not new) 

Use high luminosity for ISR jet tagging (“Intensity 
frontier”) 

Long-lived mediators (“Lifetime frontier”) 

Many ongoing searches. Soft+LL is difficult because of 
triggering 

Mathusla, SHiP, …  



Future of DM searches at Colliders
Low mass mediators  

Hard to do @ LHC due to HUGE QCD background, 
some progress based on “tricking” the triggers) 

Possibility to look at heavy meson decays for some 
mass ranges 

Possibility to look at associated production (with W/b-
bbar/ttbar?) where BG suppression using tagging — 
no “scouting” needed? 

Possible discussion/project: using exclusive single high-pT 
electron/muon, what is the sensitivity that can be reached? 
Can you use muons, or is it forbidden because of cosmics?


